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Recently, many applications in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been dis-

cussed. Navigation with WSNs is among the most heated debated ones. Previous naviga-
tion algorithms attempt to find safe and efficient escape paths for individuals under 
various environmental dynamics but ignore possible congestion caused by the individu-
als rushing for the exits. Moreover, most previous works have overlooked the fact that 
the emergency rescue force can take actions strategically in order to save people out of 
danger. We propose an efficient Emergency Rescue Navigation strategy (ERN) by treat-
ing WSNs as navigation infrastructure. Our approach takes both pedestrian congestion 
and rescue force flexibility into account. A directed graph is used to model the emer-
gency regions. Human’s movements are regarded as network flows on the graph. By cal-
culating the maximum flow and minimum cut on the graph, the system can provide 
firemen rescue commands to eliminate key dangerous areas, which may significantly 
reduce congestion and save trapped people. We have performed extensive simulations 
under dynamic environments to evaluate the effectiveness and response time of our work. 
Simulation results show that, with our strategy, people in emergency are evacuated much 
faster and less congestion is observed.   
 
Keywords: wireless sensor networks, cyber-physical system, navigation, maximum net-
work flow, dinic algorithm  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Recently, there are quite a few works addressing the navigation issue in emergency 
with Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). WSNs are convenient to deploy as well as 
maintain. So, in some specific scenarios, e.g., wide-area monitoring and indoor naviga-
tion, it is more suitable to employ WSNs than wired equipments. Previous works ([1-5]) 
have attempted to solve the problem of navigating single person out of dangerous areas 
through a shortest and safest path with WSNs serving as navigation infrastructure. 

However, people might find no way out because of fire or other obstacles in real 
emergence environments. Consequently they have to wait for rescuers to remove obsta-
cles in time. What is worse, even if people have at least one way out, navigating every 
individual with the same strategy probably leads to pedestrian congestion, i.e., even 
though they have known the right way to evacuate, some of them may spend lots of time 
waiting or even be obstructed by congestion in road, which is very dangerous in dynamic 
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disaster environments. As any spot may turn to dangerous at any time, longer waiting 
time means less chance to survive. Therefore only providing navigation information to 
guide people to exit from hazardous areas is not enough. Additionally, firemen, another 
main force in emergency rescue, can make great contribution to saving people out of 
disasters. Nevertheless, although they could reach at the emergency site very quickly, 
they may not know the inside situations. For example, where the trapped people are, 
whether there is congestion, and which paths can be used to alleviate congestion could be 
unknown to the firemen. Therefore giving more inside information to rescuers with the 
help of WSNs can greatly improve the efficiency of the emergency rescue. But this is not 
a trivial work, either. Even if rescuers get enough information, how to navigate firemen 
to exact spots to extinguish fire or remove obstacles is also a challenging problem. Note 
that a naive query strategy incurs too much cost since any sensor node deployed in the 
given region can be a destination of a fire fighter. It is also impossible to build a road 
map for every node in large-scale sensor networks [1]. 

We propose ERN, a new Emergency Rescue Navigation algorithm which takes both 
pedestrian congestion and rescuers’ actions into account. A directed graph is used to 
model the whole emergency scene and people movements are regarded as network flow 
on the graph. By calculating the maximum flow on the directed graph, we can pick out a 
set of cutting edges which are obstructed by either pedestrian congestion or danger. We 
only rank cutting edges caused by danger based on their contribution to alleviate conges-
tion and command fire fighters to eliminate danger in the top ones. Firemen also get a 
serial of node IDs with which they will be navigated to their destination by WSNs. We 
have conducted extensive simulations to validate the effectiveness of our system. The 
result shows that ERN brings much faster and more effective evacuation. In addition, 
response time of our system is also very short. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related 
works. Section 3 describes our problem formulation. Section 4 presents design details of 
ERN. Then we show our simulation results in section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper 
in section 6. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Emergency navigation and guidance for evacuees with WSNs has been addressed in 
quite a few works such as [1-5]. In [4] a shortest path to exit is offered to evacuees and 
people are divided into two groups by their positions: in or out of dangerous regions. 
Only a subset of senors are used in order to reduce the communication cost. Based on the 
work of [4], more kinds of sensors are added into WSNs and the protocol is extended to 
3D environments in [3]. Distributed algorithms are proposed in [5] to guide a target 
across a region for self-organized sensor networks. In addition, Li et al. propose to navi-
gate people following the safest and shortest path by using directed road map [1]. They 
use medial axis of safe regions to build a road map and assign directions on it, which also 
helps to lower the overhead of packets. Buragohain et al. [2] utilize the skeleton graph to 
abstract the navigation field which is different from the road map mentioned in [1]. Dif-
ferent from the above works, our work [15] considers how to guide people out of danger 
and how to arrange the force of rescuers at the same time, which is obviously a key factor 
in emergency rescue. As time is life, faster evacuation means more survivors especially 
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in severe and highly dynamic environments. 
Additionally, some other works tried to offer help to rescue forces. Methods pro-

posed in [11, 12] provide useful information to rescuers. In [11] underground collapses 
can be detected through regulating the deployment of WSNs. In [12] a method is pro-
posed to help rescuers to work more effective by narrowing down searching region in 
wild areas. The authors use witness information offered by other hikers to find possible 
locations of victims. In addition, Kantor et al. [9] develop a network of distributed mo-
bile sensor systems as a solution to the emergency response problem, where robots are 
used to look for immobile people trapped by fire. Nevertheless, they do not consider pe-
destrian congestion. Meanwhile, in most scenarios such as indoor environments, limited 
space and a lot of evacuees tend to cause congestion. What is worse, emergencies might 
make some usual transport systems, e.g., elevators, fail to work. Thus, congestion should 
not be neglected in emergencies. Our proposed ERN takes both congestion and rescuers 
actions into account in order to evacuate people in emergency more efficiently. 

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

ERN focuses on indoor environments, i.e., the whole region consists of rooms, halls, 
aisles and etc. There might be several dangerous areas in the building in emergency, 
which are threats to human safety, e.g., fire, smoke, obstacles, and etc. People, thus, need 
to evacuate from the building as quickly as possible while keeping away from those dan-
gerous areas. We present the result of previous navigation algorithm [1] using an example 
scenario in Fig. 1 and the improved version by employing ERN is shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 
1, almost all evacuees are navigated to the leftmost path. Though it is the safest path to 
exits, some people may be obstructed by congestion. In addition, once someone is trapped 
 

  
Fig. 1. Previous navigation.                Fig. 2. Emergency rescue navigation. 
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by dangerous areas, the algorithm is unable to output any path. In contrast, our system 
attempts to provide fire fighters navigation assistance to eliminate danger in some areas, 
which could not only reduce congestion but also save trapped people. Fig. 2 shows that 
our system could achieve these two goals by eliminating proper dangerous areas. 

We regard the movement of people as a kind of flow, and the whole emergency 
field as a directed graph. Each node in the graph represents one sensor node deployed in 
the building. The arc represents an aisle or a corridor, whose flow capacity depends on 
how many people can get passed during a given interval. So we can depict the evacuating 
period as a kind of network flow. By calculating maximum flow and cutting edges, the 
system can show firemen which dangerous area they should eliminate in order to accel-
erate evacuation. Assumptions and objectives of our design are presented as follows. 
 
3.1 Assumption 

 
We assume that a region under emergencies has several dangerous areas, and each 

dangerous area might emerge, disappear, expand or shrink at any time.  
The sensor nodes deployed in the region can sense environment around them. Each 

sensor knows all the IDs of its neighbors and whether it is in a dangerous area or not. We 
assume each user carries a communication device like 802.15.4 compatible PDA which 
is able to talk with surrounding sensors and each sensor node is aware of the number of 
people around it. This device is also capable of tracking any targeted sensor node by 
measuring signal strength and direction. All sensors in the building is synchronized. Be-
sides, a fireman can eliminate danger from a tiny area and keep it safe during the next 
interval. We also assume that all firemen can keep in touch with the control center, i.e., 
they can get the latest commands from the center through their equipments. 

For the sake of simplicity, we also assume that every person moves at a constant 
speed and each passageway has a capacity c per meter width which means that c people 
can pass a one-meter-width corridor per second smoothly. When the number of people at 
the passageway is greater than the capacity of passageway, extra people have to wait and 
congestion occurs. 

 
3.2 Objectives 

 
ERN attempts to minimize evacuation time by sending firemen to clean obstacles 

and keep those regions safe for a short period of time. In order to send in-situ data to the 
control center, an efficient data collection protocol is necessary. There are a lot of such 
protocols can be used to gather information for the control center, e.g., Collection Tree 
Protocol (CTP) [6], LEACH [10] and etc. When an emergency happens, the control cen-
ter starts to compute and updates rescue instructions periodically so as to navigate fire-
man to his destination. 

ERN needs to achieve the following requirements on the evacuation strategy. 
 

• High evacuated ratio, i.e., our rescue strategy should maximize the number of saved people. 
• Efficient congestion alleviation, i.e., fewer people have to wait for congestion. 
• Short response time, i.e., our system should not take an excessively long period of time 

to generate rescue instructions. 
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4. SYSTEM DESIGN 

In this section, we explain the design of ERN. Most previous navigation algorithms 
(e.g., [1, 4]) attempt to provide users with the shortest and safest path towards the exit in 
dynamic disaster areas. However, such a path far from being enough to guarantee suc-
cessful evacuation for all people. Because when an emergency happens, all people in 
dangerous areas are trying to get out while some of the escape passageways have been 
obstructed by fire, smoke, obstacle and etc., which is very likely to cause congestion. 
Therefore, even though everyone knows the right way to get out, they are not able to get 
passed through congestion in time. So we try to reduce global congestion by the help of 
rescuers. 

 
4.1 Sensor Deployment 

 
There are two kinds of sensor nodes in our system: normal nodes and exit nodes. 

We assume that a building is composed of a set of floors and normal sensors of each 
floor are deployed to form a grid as shown in Fig. 3 (a). The number beside each node 
represents how many people stay around it currently. It is a reasonable way to arrange 
nodes into aligned rows and columns as most corridors in building are either parallel or 
perpendicular to each other. Since wider corridors will contain more sensor nodes than 
narrow ones, this kind of disposition is convenient to tell the road width. Our system 
could also work on given areas where all nodes are randomly deployed with some loss of 
precision. Besides, we place another kind of node, exit node, around every exit of the 
floor as shown in Fig. 3 (a). 
 

  
(a)                                 (b) 

Fig. 3. A simple case: each normal node is connected with virtual source s and each exit node to t. 
 

4.2 Command Generation 
 
Fighters to find all Key Corridors (KC) and presents them in descending order of 

value (KCV). A corridor is a KC if and only if it meets all the two conditions below: 
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• At least one end of the corridor locates in dangerous area. 
• After cleaning the obstacles in the corridor, more people can get out globally. 

 
KCV represents how many extra people can get out after the obstacles in the KC is 

removed. So, KCV represents the contribution of fixing one corridor directly. Command 
generation includes three steps: initialization phase, reaction to dynamic changes and 
key corridors detection. In the following, we will explain these parts in detail. 
 
4.2.1 Initialization phase 

 
Initialization starts as soon as all nodes and other devices are deployed. We employ 

existing data collection protocols, for example Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [6] to 
build a communication tree. We assume that all the exit nodes are connected to the con-
trol center which is outside the given region. In the collection tree, each node has exactly 
one parent and all its ancestors comprise an upstream path to the control center. When 
the tree is built, all nodes begin to send their neighbor lists to the control center. Down-
stream data transmission can be achieved by both naive flooding strategy or opportunis-
tic flooding strategy mentioned in [13]. So, before emergency occurs, we have already 
got a graph representing the whole building. 

 
4.2.2 Reaction to dynamic changes 

 
Whenever a node detects an emergency, it starts to broadcast a tiny alarm packet to 

inform all other nodes in the building. Every other node just forwards the first alarm 
packet it received. So the total alarm packets in the sensor network is Θ(n). Once a node 
is informed, it starts to send the number of people around it to control center periodically. 

Algorithm 1: Find Set of KC 
 Input: Residual Network Ern, s, S set Vs, T set VT 
 Output: EKC 
1 EKC = Φ; 
2 while VS.has_next_vertex() do 
3 u = Vs.next(); 
4 while u.has_next_neighbor() do 
5 v = u.next(); 
6 if (v is in VT) && (u or v is dangerous) then 
7 EKC = EKC ∪ E(u, v); 
8 end 
9 end 
10 end 
11 Return EKC 

line 2-10  Enumerate all nodes in the S set VT. 
line 4-9  Enumerate all neighbour edges of the current node. 
line 6-8  Pick out cutting edges with at least one dangerous end. 
line 7   Add current KC in EKC. 
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4.2.3 Key corridors detection 
 
All the information we collected from the WSN can help us construct a directed 

graph Gr(Vr, Er). Every vertex v(n) in Vr represents a real sensor node in emergency field 
which has n people around it and every edge e(u, v, c) in Er represents a real link between 
two sensor nodes which points from u to v and has capacity c which stands for the maxi-
mum number of people crossed the edge per time unit. Since we deploy sensors at the 
same density and the data collection interval is the same, all edge capacities are identical. 
For instance, according to section 3.1, each edge has a capacity of 50 in the situation 
where c = 2, the distance between two neighbor node is five meters and data collection 
interval is five seconds. A normal vertex in Vr represents a normal sensor node while an 
exit vertex in Vr represents an exit sensor node. Vn and Ve are set of normal vertices and 
set of exit vertices respectively. Apparently, Vr = Vn ∪ Ve. We add two special virtual 
vertices, s and t, into Vr, and denote the new set of vertices as Vv, i.e., Vv = Vr ∪ {s, t}, as 
shown in Fig. 3 (b). We add two kinds of virtual edges into Er, edges point from s to 
every vertex in Vn whose capacity equals the number of people in the ending vertex and 
edges point from every exit vertex to t whose capacity is infinity, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). 
The new set of edges is Ev, i.e., Ev = Er ∪ {(s, v, n) | v(n) ∩ Vn} ∪ {(v, t, ∞) | v ∩ Ve}. We 
denote the new directed graph as Gv = (Vv, Ev). 

 
Algorithm 2: Rank KC by KCV 
 Input: Residual Network Ern, EKC 
 Output: Sorted KC set ESKC 
1 Set all KC in EKC into safe; 
2 Calculate maximum flow on residual network; 
3 while EKC.has_next_edge() do 
4 E = EKC.next(); 
5 e.KCV = e.OriginalCapacity − e.Capacity; 
6 end 
7 Sort EKC by KCV 
8 return EKC 

line 1   Set all KCs into normal edges. 
line 2   Employ dinic [8] Algorithm to calculate the maximum network flow again. 
line 3-6  Enumerate all KCs in EKC. 
line 5   Estimate the contribution of fixing each KC. 

 
Let f(u, v, m) denotes the actual number of people crossing edge e(u, v, c) in time 

unit m, then this evacuating problem can be formulated as: 
 

( , , ):
Maximize ( , , ),

rm e u v m v T
f u v m

∈
∑ ∑  

s.t. 
f(u, v, m) ≤ c, ∀e(u, v, c),  
f(u, v, m) ≥ 0, v ∈ Ve,∀m.  
 
Apparently, in each time interval, the maximum network flow is upper bound of the 

total number of evacuated people. Currently, there are several different algorithms to 
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solve maximum network flow problems, e.g., Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm (FF), Edmonds- 
Karp Algorithm (EK), Push-Relabel Algorithm (PR) [14], Dinic Algorithm [8], and etc. 
EK is an improved version of FF, whose asymptotic time complexity upper bound is 
O(VE2). Although dinic algorithm has the same asymptotic time complexity upper bound 
with EK, it performs much better with practical efficiency. PR, an inherently distributed 
algorithm, is faster than FF and EK when the number of edges is lager than vertices. So, 
in our work, we choose dinic algorithm. By calculating the maximum flow on Gv, we 
know the estimate number of people who do not have to wait for congestion. Once 
maximum network flow is calculated, all vertices and edges with the remaining capacity 
form the residual network. According to Max-flow Min-cut Theorem [7], the maximum 
amount of flow is equal to the capacity of a minimum cut and the set of cutting edges KC, 
EKC, is one of the minimum sets which cut the network into two disjoint sets S and T, 
such that s is in S and t is in T. We use a Breadth-First-Search strategy from s and t on 
residual network to find V and T. Then, we conduct Algorithm 1 to find EKC. As pre-
sented, Algorithm 1 enumerates all vertices in S and picks out ending points of KCs. 
Cleaning obstacles on these edges could contribute a lot for evacuees. So we use Algo-
rithm 2 to calculate each KC’s contribution and sort them by descending order of KCV. 
In Algorithm 2, e.OriginalCapacity denotes the capacity of e on the first residual net-
work and e.Capacity denotes the one in the end. 

 
4.3 Firemen Navigation 

 
After firemen obtain their commands, they could know which node they should go 

to. As our system does not need any location information, the wireless sensors will help 
to navigate fire fighters to their destinations. The control center calculates the shortest 
path between every pair of nodes by using Floyd algorithm. According to the assump-
tions we made before, firemen keep in touch with control center and control center will 
update fire fighters’ instructions in each interval. For each fireman, the process center 
picks the path they need and sends it to him or her. The path is a serial of node ID. 
Therefore, by querying the next ID each time, a fire fighter can reach his or her destina-
tion conveniently. Since all queries happen locally and only the next node replies, the 
number of packets for each query is Θ(1). 

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

We conduct extensive simulations to evaluate the evacuated ratio, congestion alle-
viation and response time of our design. We compare the performance of ERN with a 
scheme where fire fighters clear dangerous area randomly as well as one scheme without 
firemen. We simulate sensor nodes deployed in a building-like area shown in Fig. 1 with 
deployment strategy mentioned in Section deploy. Each node is connected with at most 
four nearest neighbour nodes and the distance between two adjacent nodes is one meter. 
We set our system computing interval to 10 seconds and set cr of each one-meter-wide 
passageway to 1. As a result, the capacity of each edge in E_v is 10. In order to evaluate 
how our system deal with congestion, we randomly generate pn (0 ≤ pn < 20) people 
around each node. Hazard regions are also randomly generated. Each node has an initial 
probability ip to be in a hazard region. In dynamic situations, there are en regions chang-
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ing from safe into dangerous and dn regions change from dangerous to safe. For our de-
sign ERN, fire fighters clear top three corridors in KC list produced by control center and 
it can keep safe for one interval. For the second scheme (RC for short), firemen pick 
three corridors randomly and make them safe for one interval. For the third case (NC for 
short), fire fighters do not clear any corridor at all. 

 
5.1 Evacuated Ratio 

 
We first evaluate evacuated ratio of three approaches. Evacuated ratio is the key 

point of any rescue scene, it reflects whether most people can get out of danger in a given 
period of time. Let ne denote the number of people evacuated and nt denote the number of 
initial trapped people. The evacuated ratio is defined to be ne/nt. A large ratio means a 
more successful rescue. We conduct simulations in both static and dynamic environ-
ments. The en and dn of dynamic environment are set to be 5 and 2 respectively and the 
given rescue time is 30 minutes. 

 
Fig. 4. Static environment. 

Fig. 4 shows the evacuated ratio of three approaches under static environment. We 
can see that RC and NC perform terrible as ip increases. Although evacuated ratio of 
ERN drops a little when ip set to 30 percent, our approach saves more than 90 percent of 
people in 30 minutes.   

Result of dynamic environment simulation is shown in Fig. 5. With increasing of ip, 
RC and NC strategy can only save a small piece of the whole crowd. Our design also 
saves much more people than two other approaches do in 30 minutes. However, 50 per-
cent is not a satisfying result. So we conduct another simulation which allows all ap-
proaches to run continuously till it ends, and the results are shown in Fig. 6. We can see 
that by using ERN, no people are trapped finally, saving much more people than using 
the other two approaches. The amazing result can easily be explained. Since en and dn 
are set to be 5 and 2 respectively, there will be 3 more alarming nodes in each interval. In 
our simulation, 3 fire fighters are employed and they can clean dangers from 3 different 
spots in each round. As time goes by, the total number of alarming nodes keeps constant. 
Thus, firemen can always construct an escaping path with 70 percents normal nodes. 
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Fig. 5. Dynamic environment.                     Fig. 6. Trapped ratio. 

 

5.2 Congestion Alleviation 
 
At the first glance of this problem, it seems that less congestion means that less cor-

ridors are crowded with pedestrian. However, the reality is just the other way around. 
Congestion Alleviation cannot be evaluated by simply counting the number of congested 
corridors. For example, there are two corridors in a building which have identical capac-
ity of 10, and 100 people want to get out. If they pick the same corridor, one congestion 
occurs. If half of them choose one corridor and the other half pick another one, two con-
gestion occur. But, more people get out in the second situation. Thus, the number of con-
gested corridors is a misleading standard. Instead, we choose the number of evacuated 
people in each interval as a measurement to compare congestion alleviation in three ap-
proaches. This simulation is conducted in a dynamic environment, and ip is set to 20%, 
while en and dn equal 5 and 2 respectively. We count how many people could get out in 
every minute since emergency occurs. 

We can see in Fig. 7, by using our strategy, more people can get out in almost every 
minute, indicating fewer people have to wait due to congestion. 

 
Fig. 7. Congestion alleviation. 
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5.3 Response Time 
 
For rescue systems, time is life and order should be made in a very short period of 

time. To examine the response time of our system, we vary the size of field and number 
of sensors while using the same building-like shape as shown in Fig. 1. Eight simulations 
are conducted and the network size ranges from 98 to 16562 nodes. 

 
Fig. 8. Response time. 

The result is shown in Fig. 8, we test ERN by using a DELL LATITUDE D620 lap-
top (CPU: Core2 Duo T5600, RAM: 1GB). We can see that although we calculate 
maximum flow several times in each interval, the response time keeps relatively low and 
does not increase very fast as network size rises. That is probably because our Sense De-
ployment strategy connect the whole network with fewer edges and dinic algorithm [8] 
has a very lax asymptotic upper bound. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we propose ERN, an Emergency Rescue Navigation algorithm which 
arranges rescuers to assist evacuees to reduce pedestrian congestion and save trapped 
ones. ERN considers the given region under emergencies as a directed graph and human 
motions as network flows. By calculating the maximum flow and minimum cut on the 
graph, ERN can efficiently reduce congestion and thus greatly increase the evacuated 
ratio in a short time.  

We have assumed a central control center to compute rescue commands in ERN. 
There are some scenarios where no central authority exists. We plan to propose distrib-
uted and efficient navigation algorithms in the future. In the modeling part of our work, 
we simply assume that the moving speed of human is constant. However, when conges-
tions deteriorate, pedestrian has to slow down and the actual flow of each corridor de-
creases. And we haven’t taken the moving speed of fire fighters into account, which will 
help to simplify simulations. With different metrics, e.g., minimizing the sum of fire 
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fighters’ destination distances or maximizing work and travel time ratio, our navigation 
strategy will be totally different. We also leave problems such as optimal navigation in 
emergence or testbed implementation of ERN in our future work. 
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